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FACULTY INFORMATION
Name: Hijk Lmnop
Email: Hijk.Lmnop@ColoState.Edu
Department: CSU Department Name
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE
Name of Experience: Best Practices in Teaching: Active Learning
Provider (TILT, OIE, conference name, etc.): TILT
Date(s) of experience: Oct 3 - Oct 25, 2020
Hours of Instruction (2 hours, 8 hours, etc.): 12 hours over 3 weeks
Description and Outcomes (complete if PD is NOT on the TEI Pre-approved PD list. Include web links or upload syllabus to Bridge if available):
Discover a range of instructional techniques related to active learning, which research on learning has consistently identified as a key factor
in academic success. Explore these approaches that include checks for understanding, designing learning activities, exploring challenging
concepts, managing materials and the classroom, and providing students adequate time to reflect on course content and class materials.
The content is designed to support you wherever you are - and whether you teach online, in the classroom or in a hybrid environment - as
an active learning instructor.

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN
Inclusive Pedagogy, Curriculum/Curricular Alignment, Classroom Climate, Pedagogical Content Knowledge, Student Motivation, Feedback & Assessment, Instructional Strategies

Primary Domain (see TEI Pre-approved PD list for CSU-related events): Instructional Strategies
Secondary Domain (if applicable): Pedagogical Content Knowledge

POST IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION
Use of Research-based Practices
Describe the changes you implemented in your teaching related to participating in this professional development. These changes might be
new additions, or they may be extending or revising an approach you’ve been using.
I have used the following in-class and Canvas activities since taking this course:
- write-pair-share,
- providing empty outlines for in-class note-taking,
- background knowledge probes, and
- clearest/muddiest points prompts.
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POST IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION continued…
Impact on Students
How did students respond to these changes?
I have seen during in-class activities how students who might not feel confident in speaking in front of the entire class have made huge
contributions during write-pair-share or background knowledge activities. I want to honor that active learning doesn't always look one
certain way or that active engagement can only mean raising your hand and speaking up in front of 30 other people. That favors the
extroverts and ignores other expressions of engagement.
On Canvas, where I now regularly have background knowledge probes/clearest-muddiest point small group discussions, it's been
amazing to see how much peer-to-peer learning is taking place.

What evidence do you have this impacted the majority of your students?
Evidence of impact is particularly apparent in the following 2 activities:
-Empty Note Outline - I've received a lot of positive feedback on using this strategy in [course name].
-Background Knowledge Probes - Students have commented that it was helpful to see what others remembered from shared prior
coursework and that it has helped motivate them to review past material.

Impact on Future Teaching
Based on how students responded, will you make additional changes or keep things the same? Describe your next steps.
I still struggle with how to most effectively use the clearest/muddies points activity. What I want to do differently is scaffold or present in a
different way the clearest/muddiest point activity. I feel like some students didn't understand what I meant by a muddy point and some
didn't really dig that deep into their own comprehension. I think instead of really evaluating their own understanding of a concept in class
(for example, [specific course outcome]) they instead said a video I assigned them on the subject was too long/too short/too
boring/whatever.
I want to rethink how I do this activity in the future to make sure it doesn't become an exercise in discussing your personal preferences and
opinions and encourage more self awareness and reflection.

Based on your experience with this domain, what recommendations would you make to colleagues?
Don't be afraid to try new things in the classroom! It's stressful to be running the show and the fear of losing student engagement is real,
but be open and up front with students as you try new things. Ask for their feedback and working on active learning together. They get it.

How might you share your knowledge and experiences with colleagues?
Informal conversations, bringing my experience to 2022 [professional development opportunity].

What TEF domain do you plan to address in the future?
All of them - I am working on getting more organized about keeping track of PD I have already attended.

FEEDBACK FOR TILT
What recommendations do you have for TILT?
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